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Abstract
The introduction of manuscripts into pre-modern Islamic society was a major stimulus in the debate on the merits of writing over orality. This presentation will take a look at the importance of manuscripts as a vehicle of the transmission of knowledge in that society, and at how manuscripts symbolised the movement from an essentially oral tradition to an oral-literary culture. It will also look briefly at the manuscript as a valued commodity within the intellectual community, and at how the Arabic script in manuscript form became the scribe's main tool in claiming precedence for writing over oral transmission.
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Abstract
Examination of a number of Armenian manuscripts, from the 15th-17th centuries and of manuscripts made in Cairo in the 16th century, have produced some interesting results. We have been able to identify the pigments and the organic colours used in manuscript painting. The paper will discuss some of the results and the techniques used for our analysis. The history of the use of these colours and the history and technology of the recipes used to create them will also be presented.

For the purposes of conservation, it is not usually necessary to know exactly which organic colours have been used in the manuscript, but it is essential to know when and where they have been used, if any treatments are to be executed and if the painting in the manuscript is to be exhibited. Organic colours are extraordinarily pH sensitive and fade rapidly. These issues will be examined in some detail and with examples.